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Herein, the concept of constructing binder- and carbon
additive-free organosulfur cathode was proved based on thiol-
containing conducting polymer poly(4-(thiophene-3-yl) benze-
nethiol) (PTBT). The PTBT featured the polythiophene-structure
main chain as a highly conducting framework and the
benzenethiol side chain to copolymerize with sulfur and form a
crosslinked organosulfur polymer (namely S/PTBT). Meanwhile,
it could be in-situ deposited on the current collector by electro-
polymerization, making it a binder-free and free-standing
cathode for Li-S batteries. The S/PTBT cathode exhibited a

reversible capacity of around 870 mAh g� 1 at 0.1 C and
improved cycling performance compared to the physically
mixed cathode (namely S&PTBT). This multifunction cathode
eliminated the influence of the additives (carbon/binder),
making it suitable to be applied as a model electrode for
operando analysis. Operando X-ray imaging revealed the
remarkable effect in the suppression of polysulfides shuttle via
introducing covalent bonds, paving the way for the study of the
intrinsic mechanisms in Li-S batteries.

Introduction

Lithium-sulfur (Li-S) batteries, using sulfur as an active cathode
material, have attracted considerable attention owing to the
superiority of electrode materials, especially the high theoretical
capacity (�1675 mAh g� 1) of sulfur, which is simultaneously
Earth-abundant, cheap, and environmentally benign.[1] However,
this superior battery type also suffers from various drawbacks
hindering its commercialization, such as the “shuttle effect” of
the soluble lithium polysulfides during the charging-discharging

cycle process, the insulating nature of sulfur and lithium sulfide,
and the large volume expansion of sulfur (�80 %) on its full
lithiation.[2] To alleviate these issues for improving the perform-
ance of Li-S batteries, in particular, the exploitation of high-
performance cathode materials is highly desired. So far, plenty
of inorganic framework material, such as carbon material (e. g.,
mesoporous carbon, hollow carbon spheres, carbon nanotubes,
and graphene), as well as metal oxides/sulfides/nitrides and
metal-organic frameworks have been designed and fabricated
through chemical synthesis methods.[3] They should prevent the
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loss of the soluble polysulfides through physical/chemical
confinement as well as increase the electrical conductivity of
cathodes. On the other hand, the chemical confinement,
through fixing polysulfides via covalent bonds to the cathode
host material, has been demonstrated to be extremely efficient
in suppressing the shuttle effect. Various organic moieties
containing functional groups (e. g., allyl, thiol, or cyano) have
been copolymerized with sulfur through inverse vulcanization
to form the organosulfur polymers,[4] along with the improve-
ment of cycling stability. However, the poor conductivity of
most organosulfur compounds has been the main drawback
that hampers their advance towards practical use. As a result,
conjugated polymers emerge as promising candidates due to
their significantly improved conductivity when compared with
small organic molecules and non-conjugated polymers, as well
as their ability to form chemical bonds with sulfur species.[5]

To gain insight into the structure of the organosulfur
polymer, a series of ex-situ measurements have been combined,
such as X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, and electron para-
magnetic resonance (EPR) analysis,[6] and confirmed the for-
mation of covalent bonds between sulfur moieties and polymer
backbones. However, more direct information based on oper-
ando analysis is still missing, which is essential to pursuing a
comprehensive view of the redox mechanism and structure
evolution of the organosulfur polymer during the charge-
discharge process, especially the formation of polysulfides and
the reversibility of covalent bonding of sulfur species to the
polymer. Therefore, developing a highly conductive, flexible,
and free-standing organosulfur cathode for operando analysis
under realistic reaction conditions is of great importance.

Normally, chemical polymerization is applied for the syn-
thesis of functional conducting polymers and then followed by
the traditional fabrication of electrodes containing the binder
and additive carbon, the excitation signals of which will disturb
the operando analysis of the cathode. In addition, the chemical-
polymerization method often suffers from poor control of the
morphology of the resulting materials. Thus, it is quite a
challenge to produce well-designed electrodes with optimized
conductivity, diffusion efficiency, and so on. Therefore, some
efforts have been devoted to taking advantage of the electro-
polymerizable properties of conducting polymers to construct
free-standing cathodes in situ.[7] As is well known, electro-
polymerization of conducting monomers on a flexible conduct-
ing substrate has been commonly used to design and fabricate
functional electronic devices, owing to their low equipment
cost, facile operation, and low-temperature process advantages.
Meanwhile, Ni foam (NF), a low-cost commercial material, has
been widely used as a substrate and support for electrode
materials owing to its high electronic conductivity, desirable 3D
open-pore structure, and high specific surface area.[8] In
addition, the porous structure can decrease the loss of X-rays
for the operando analysis and imaging.[9]

Thus, in the present work, we take advantage of the electro-
polymerization strategy to construct a free-standing cathode on
NF in situ. Combined with the electropolymerizable thiophene
molecule as the main chain and the benzenethiol containing

thiol group as the lateral chain, 4-(thiophene-3-yl)benzenethiol
(TBT) was synthesized. The corresponding polymer with many
flexible and active sulfur binding sites was applied as the
framework to fabricate a novel binder- and carbon additive-free
cathode of Li-S battery by two steps as shown in Scheme 1. In
the first step, TBT monomers were electro-polymerized on the
surface of flexible NF to form the porous and conducting
poly(4-(thiophene-3-yl)benzenethiol) (PTBT) frameworks with
many lateral chains of thiol groups, which could serve as
chemical binding sites for polysulfides. In the second step, this
framework was thoroughly combined with sulfur molecules
through vulcanization to obtain an organosulfur S/PTBT@NF
cathode, which could be used to assemble Li-S batteries
without any further modification. The loose structure of PTBT
frameworks and the porous structure of NF are beneficial for
the penetration and diffusion of electrolytes; meanwhile, the
interconnected conjugate structure can be used as the transfer
channels of electrons. Most importantly, this free-standing
cathode can be applied as a model system for an operando
study of the batteries. In this work, operando X-ray imaging
analysis was applied to detect the sulfur storage manner of the
organosulfur cathode during the charge-discharge process. This
strategy does not only take advantage of the chemical confine-
ment of the conducting polymer to improve the performance
of cathodes but also simplify the fabrication process of
electrode materials for Li-S batteries. Moreover, owing to the
electro-deposition method, electrodes with different sizes can
be easily obtained, as well as substituting NF with other flexible,
cheaper, and higher-conductive substrates. We believe this
facile fabrication method of free-standing organosulfur cath-
odes has great potential in the exploitation of highly efficient
Li-S batteries in the future.

Results and Discussion

To fabricate the PTBT through electro-polymerization, the thiol-
containing monomer TBT was firstly synthesized as shown in
Scheme S1, and the detailed experimental conditions and
characterization results are shown in the Supporting Informa-
tion (S1). The final product of TBT is a light-yellow powder as
shown in Figure S1. For the fabrication of the S/PTBT@NF
cathode, the flexible nickel foam was used as the substrate for
electro-polymerization of TBT as well as the current collector of
the cathode. To be more specific, the electro-polymerization of
the TBT monomers was carried out in acetonitrile solution to
form PTBT on the surface of NF, which leads to the formation of
PTBT@NF frameworks. Such frameworks not only provide
continuous pathways for electron transport due to the internal
conjugated main-chain but also furnish plenty of lateral thiol
groups working as active bonding sites, which can fix sulfur and
polysulfide through the formation of S� S bonds for their
chemical confinement. Figure 1a described the representative
electrochemical growth processes of TBT on NF by cyclic
voltammetry (CV) for oxidative electro-polymerization in an
acetonitrile (ACN) solution containing 2 mg mL� 1 TBT monomer
and 0.1 m tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (TBAPF6)
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as the electrolyte, revealing the electroactivity of TBT and the
formation of PTBT on the surface of NF. During this process, a
dark red-brown PTBT film forming on the surface of NF can be
observed (inset of Figure 1a) with the increasing of peak
currents in CV curves. The first cycle of the CV curve for the
electrochemical property of TBT is shown in Figure S2. After
seven circles, the CV curves becoming stable indicates the
maximum deposition of PTBT with a weight of about
1.0 mg cm� 2 after rinsing by ACN and drying at room temper-
ature. With prolonging the electro-polymerization time, the
PTBT film became thicker and looser, from which the outer layer
was likely to fall off uniformly. Scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) images have been taken to investigate the micro-
structures of the obtained PTBT@NF sample. As shown in
Figure 1b,c, the PTBT@NF electrode exhibits a loose structure,
where the obtained PTBT layer is composed of some integrated
particles with the size of 100–300 nm. The Brunauer-Emmett-
Teller (BET) surface area was recorded as 6.9 m2 g� 1 with a range
of pore dimensions (3–10 nm) (Figure S3). It is necessary to
stress that these particles are homogeneously coated on the
NF, which can provide a favorable pathway for charge transfer.

In addition, the loose structure of the polymer can facilitate the
quick diffusion of electrolytes.

To produce the S/PTBT@NF cathode with the linear
polysulfane along the thiol surface, a two-step vulcanization
process was carried out in a sealed vessel: sulfur was first
embedded into the PTBT framework at a low-temperature step
at 150 °C, followed by further heating to 170 °C leading to ring-
opening radical polymerization of elemental sulfur with the
thiol groups of PTBT.[5b] After rinsing with CS2 to remove the
physical-adsorbed sulfur and drying at room temperature, the
free-standing S/PTBT@NF cathode can be obtained and em-
ployed to assemble the Li-S battery without any further
modification. A control cathode without heating treatment to
sulfur, namely S&PTBT@NF, was employed for comparison. It is
instructive that this strategy can be used as an alternative
method for the fabrication of organosulfur cathode electrodes
without binder and carbon additives. Our design and synthesis
of the new conducting thiol-polymer PTBT using the electro-
polymerization method could pave the way for the exploration
of advanced free-standing cathode materials with the function
of covalent fixing of sulfur species.

Scheme 1. Fabrication route of binder- and carbon additive-free S/PTBT@NF cathode. Schematic illustration describing the fabrication procedure of sulfur
crosslinked to a PTBT cathode through a combined electrochemical and vulcanization strategy in situ: (1) creation of the PTBT frameworks on porous NF by
electro-polymerization method; (2) crosslink of ring-opening sulfur through vulcanization; and (3) assembly of the Li-S batteries by using the newly gained
cathode material.
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In order to vulcanize the PTBT@NF thoroughly, a certain
amount of sulfur was dissolved in the CS2 solution to infiltrate
the frameworks in advance. Then the vulcanization process was
carried out according to the methods mentioned above. After
vulcanization, the S/PTBT@NF electrode with a dark-brown color
was obtained as shown in Scheme 1. The SEM images in
Figure 1d–f show a smooth surface and disappearance of most
of the pores. In addition, the cross-section SEM image in
Figure S4 also shows a similar morphology with a thickness of
about 17 μm. The S/PTBT@NF electrode is stable in CS2 solvent
without dissolution of sulfur species (Figure 1g), which indicates
that the sulfur molecules should be fixed to PTBT through
covalent bonds with thiol groups in the polymer. The elemental
content and corresponding element maps of PTBT@NF electro-
des before and after vulcanization are shown in Figure S5. The
element weight percent of S is increased from 14.7 to 66.8 %
after vulcanization, denoting that plenty of sulfur was loaded in
the way of chemical bonding with PTBT. The sulfur loading in S/
PTBT@NF is about 1.6 mg cm� 2. Different from the morphology
of PTBT@NF, the physically adsorbed sulfur sample (named
S&PTBT@NF) was composed of some larger particles with the
size of around 500 nm and most of the pores are still present
(Figure 1h,i). The growing size of the particles indicates that the
sulfur was prone to distribute and coat on the surface of PTBT,
which ensures the full reaction between sulfur and PTBT during
vulcanization. In addition, the S&PTBT@NF electrodes are light-

yellow in color, indicating the surface precipitation of sulfur,
which can be defined as physical adsorption due to the fact
that the sulfur in S&PTBT@NF can be totally removed by CS2,
and the weight of the eluted sulfur from the electrode is almost
the same as the amount of initial addition (Figure 1g).

To deeply investigate the chemical-bonding interaction
between sulfur and PTBT in the S/PTBT electrodes, molecular
and structural characteristics of the vulcanized PTBT were
examined by means of different measurements. Firstly, XPS
measurements were carried out to investigate the variation of
chemical states and the elemental composition in the vulcan-
ized PTBT. As shown in high-resolution C 1s XPS spectra of
Figure 2a,b, both samples of PTBT and S/PTBT show two peaks:
one peak at 284.6 eV belongs to the C� C/C=C bond of benzol
and thiophene skeleton, and the other peak is the C� S bond of
thiophene ring and thiol group, respectively.[5a] Note that S/
PTBT possesses lower binding energy of 285.8 eV for C� S bond
than PTBT (286.1 eV) as well as a little increased content,
indicating the stronger interaction between the linear sulfur
and C� S bond of thiol after vulcanization. The corresponding
high-resolution S 2p spectra are presented in Figure 2c,d, where
three species of sulfur including C� S, � SH, or � S� S� and the
sulfate species can be observed at the peaks of 162.7, 163.7,
and 168.1 eV with their satellite peaks.[10] It is obvious that after
vulcanization, the content of � S� S� bond increased distinctly;
these increased S� S bonds possess lower binding energy than

Figure 1. (a) Repeated potential scan electro-polymerization of TBT in 0.1 m TBAPF6/ACN at 100 mV s� 1 on NF. (b,c) SEM images of PTBT@NF and (d–f) S/
PTBT@NF with low and high magnification. (g) Pictures of S/PTBT@NF (left) and S&PTBT@NF (right) electrode immersed in CS2 and the corresponding product
after drying of CS2. (h,i) SEM images of S&PTBT@NF with low and high magnification.
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that of pure sulfur S8 (164.0 eV),[11] which indicates that the
added sulfur molecules in S/PTBT were ring-opened and
covalently bonded to the PTBT through the formation of S� S
bonds with the thiol groups. Besides, the sulfate species at
168.1 eV are attributed to the doping process of the thiophene
ring during the electro-polymerization to ensure the conductiv-
ity, which is commonly observed in the polythiophene or
poly(3,4-ethylene-dioxythiophene)(PEDOT).[12]

Then, the thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) curves of differ-
ent samples in argon are displayed in Figure 3a. The negligible
weight loss of PTBT@NF below 200 °C indicates that the PTBT is
thermally stable under the condition of vulcanization. Moreover,
S/PTBT@NF exhibits a lower sublimation temperature (inset of
Figure 3a) and a gentler slope of thermal decomposition than
the pure sulfur S8. The low sublimation temperature and slow
loss process are related to the release of sulfur covalently
bonded to the PTBT frameworks.[4b] These results support the
covalent attachment of sulfur to the PTBT frameworks during
the functional fabrication of cathodes in situ for Li-S batteries.
Furthermore, the Raman spectra of the PTBT and S/PTBT
samples are shown in Figure 3b. After vulcanization, the

characteristic peak of S� S bonds at 474 cm� 1 was present with a
remarkable intensity in S/PTBT,[4b,g,13] which indicates successful
chemical bonding of sulfur to the polymer frameworks. The
intensities of the peaks in PTBT became relatively weak,
including the C� S peaks at 182 and 308 cm� 1, which may be
due to the suppression by the fed sulfur.[14] Notably, the last
peak of PTBT at 480 cm� 1 should belong to the disulfides S� S
bonds formed between inter-chain thiol groups (� SH···SH� ) of
PTBT molecules as a side reaction during or after the electro-
chemical polymerization, which has also been reported in the
literature.[15] To verify the phenomenon, we have also measured
the Raman spectra of a TBT monomer, which is shown in
Figure S6. The signal around 2560 cm� 1 belongs to the S� H
stretching vibration mode of the thiol group in the monomer.
After electrochemical polymerization, this signal disappears,
and a peak emerges at 480 cm� 1 that indicates the formation of
disulfide S� S bonds in the PTBT polymer. The shift of the S� S
peak position in the Raman spectra of S/PTBT (Figure 3b) shows
that the S� S bonds in PTBT (C� S� S� C) are different from the
emerged S� S bonds after vulcanization. This fact strongly
suggests that the disulfide S� S bonds in PTBT were broken and
then reacted with sulfur radicals to form longer polysulfide
chains (.S� S� S� S.) during the vulcanization process. Taking
these results into account, we have proposed the rational
molecular structure evolution during the whole fabrication
process (Figure 4). On the first step of electrochemical polymer-
ization, the monomer TBT was polymerized to form the PTBT
polymer, and a side reaction happened between the inter-chain
thiol group leading to the disulfide polymer named PTBTS. Next
on the vulcanization process, the S8 monomer undergoes ring-
opening polymerization (ROP) into linear polysulfide with
diradical chain ends.[4a] Meanwhile, the S� H bond of PTBT
polymer breaks to form the polymer radical (PTBT·). The lost
two hydrogen atoms react with the sulfur atom during the
vulcanization, releasing H2S gas as a bi-product, which has
already been confirmed by experiments.[16] For the PTBTS
polymer, the cleavage of disulfide S� S bonds leads to the
formation of the same polymer radical (PTBT·), which then
reacts with the sulfur diradical. Note that no H2S gas is
produced in this route. Finally, the chemical-bonded organo-
sulfur polymer S/PTBT is formed. According to the findings in
our recent work, in which we have investigated the initial
structure of the cathode using a combination of electronic-

Figure 2. (a,b) C 1s and (c,d) S 2p XPS spectra of PTBT and S/PTBT samples.

Figure 3. (a) TGA analysis and (b) Raman spectra of PTBT and S/PTBT samples.
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structure theory and statistical mechanics,[17] we have proposed
two possible structures for the S/PTBT polymer, named inter-
chain and intra-chain, which can be generally distinguished by
the way in which the polysulfide chains bind to the TBT units.
From these two possible structures, our results showed that
pentasulfide (p =5) inter-chain crosslinks are dominant after
vulcanization.[17]

The S/PTBT@NF cathodes without carbon additives and
binder are directly applied in the Li-S coin cells. To investigate
the effect of interaction between sulfur and PTBT on the
conductivity of the cathode, the analysis of the electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was first evaluated for Li-S
batteries. Figure 5a shows the Nyquist plots of the pristine
PTBT@NF, the chemical bonded S/PTBT@NF, and the control
sample S&PTBT@NF cathode. All three electrodes show a
semicircle in the high-frequency region associated with the
charge-transfer resistance (Rct). It can be observed that the
pristine PTBT@NF shows the smallest Rct of around 20 Ω, due to
the good conductivity of PTBT polymer. After sulfur embedding,
the Rct of the control cathode S&PTBT@NF increases significantly
(~ 400 Ω), most likely due to the insulating effect of elemental
sulfur. Notably, after vulcanization, the Rct of the S/PTBT@NF
cathode decreased remarkably to around 75 Ω, indicating that
covalent crosslinking of sulfur to PTBT leads to enhanced
electron conduction in the cathode. This resistance value is
comparable to those reported for organosulfur polymers with
conductive carbon additives, which are summarized in Table S1,
and reflects the good conductivity of the S/PTBT@NF cathode
in the absence of additional conducting agents. The decrease of
the resistance to electronic conduction in the S/PTBT@NF
cathode occurring upon vulcanization can be related to a
change in its electronic structure. Density-functional theory
(DFT) calculations were carried out to calculate the energy
bandgap of a TBT monomer upon attachment of sulfur chains
with different numbers of sulfur atoms. Figure 6 shows the
optimized structures and the highest occupied molecular
orbital (HOMO)-lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO)
gap of TBT monomers after attachment of n=2–8 sulfur atoms,
calculated with the PBE0 exchange-correlation functional[18] plus
van der Waals interactions using the Tkatchenko-Scheffler

method (PBE0+vdW).[19] The results show a reduction of the
HOMO-LUMO gap upon extension of the sulfur chain, gradually
decreasing from 5.10 eV for TBT to 4.72 eV after attachment of
an S8 chain. These results suggest that covalently bonded sulfur
could indeed enhance the conducting properties of the PTBT
cathode. In addition, it is important to note that the conducting
properties of such a polymeric cathode can be further tuned by
many synthetic design parameters such as polydispersity,
compositional fluctuations, and morphological properties.[20]

The electrochemical performance of S/PTBT@NF was further
studied: Figure 5b exhibits the CV of the S/PTBT@NF cathode,
which is similar to a typical Li-S redox curve. But the remarkable
thing is at the first cycle, only one broad and weak reduction
peak was observed, then two obvious reduction peaks emerged
from the following cycles. The repetitive galvanostatic dis-
charge/charge cycling between 1.5 and 3.0 V at 0.1C (1 C=

1675 mA g� 1) was displayed in Figure 5c. It is notable that there
is only one distinct plateau at 2.07 V (vs. Li/Li+) during the first
discharge process, which is consistent with the CV result, while
two plateaus at 2.33 and 2.06 V are present for the control
S&PTBT@NF cathode (inset of Figure 5c). According to the
previous studies, the two voltage plateaus are attributed to the
reduction of S8 to high-order polysulfides Li2Sx (x=4–8) at
2.35 V and further to low-order polysulfides Li2S2 and Li2S at
2.07 V, respectively.[21] This result further confirmed that most of
the sulfur in the S/PTBT@NF cathode were ring-opened and
covalently bonded to the PTBT through forming S� S bonds.
This phenomenon is similar to those organosulfur cathodes, for
which the ring-opening plateaus in the first discharge process
are disappeared.[4b] However, this discharge plateau has
appeared and is stable at 2.35 V in the following discharge/
charge cycles of S/PTBT@NF, which suggests the formation of S8

molecules after the scission of crosslinked sulfur side chains and
regeneration of S� S bonds with cycling. Moreover, the S/
PTBT@NF exhibits a low initial discharge capacity of around
650 mAh g� 1 and a stable capacity of around 860 mAh g� 1 for
the following cycles. The reversible discharge/charge capacities
at various C-rate are exhibited in Figure 5d. Although the C-rate
capability is inferior to the similar sulfur-containing cathodes, S/

Figure 4. Illustration of the molecular structure evolution during the whole fabrication process.
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PTBT@NF without the assistance of super P carbon delivered a
considerable reversible capacity of around 870 mAh g� 1 at 0.1 C,
756 (0.2 C), 576 (0.5 C), 417 (1.0 C), and back to a reversible
capacity of 820 mAh g� 1 at 0.1 C. Meanwhile, the S/PTBT@NF
exhibited good capacity retention, in which the capacity is
conserved at around 600 mAh g� 1 for 0.2C (�80%) and
400 mAh g� 1 for 1.0 C (�96%) after 100 cycles, with the
coulombic efficiencies of 97 and 99 %, respectively, in Figure 5e.
It is notable that when cycling at 0.2C, the achieved capacity is
higher and the coulombic efficiency declines along with cycling,
which can be ascribed to the structural deformation of the
electrode materials induced by the larger storage of Li ions. In
contrast, when cycling at 1.0 C, the lithiation capacity of the
electrode materials is limited with minimal structural deforma-
tion, and therefore, the cycling stability is enhanced, and the
coulombic efficiency does not decay that as rapidly as during
cycling at a low rate (0.2 C). Such phenomenon has been
frequently observed in alloy-Si[22] or conversion-type

electrode[23] materials for Li-ion batteries that undergo signifi-
cant volume variations during battery charge and discharge. As
a comparison, the control S&PTBT@NF, in which the loading
sulfur is fixed through physical adsorption, showed a markedly
low discharge capacity of below 400 mAh g� 1 for 0.2 C, while
maintaining around 83 % capacity (compared with the first
discharge capacity) after 100 cycles with a coulombic efficiency
of below 90 % throughout, as shown in Figure S7. The
significantly improved capacity and coulombic efficiency of S/
PTBT@NF when compared to that of S&PTBT@NF should be
attributed to the chemical-bonding interaction between sulfur
and PTBT. The long-term discharge-charge cycling performance
in Figure S8 shows that the capacity of the S/PTBT@NF cathode
declined slightly with increasing cycle number at a fading rate
of 0.178 and 0.387 % per cycle for 200 and 300 cycles.
Furthermore, the morphology of the S/PTBT@NF electrode after
100 cycles looks similar to that of the original S/PTBT@NF
electrode as shown in Figure S9, which indicates that most of

Figure 5. (a) Nyquist plots of PTBT@NF, S/PTBT@NF, and S&PTBT@NF cathode. (b) CV of S/PTBT@NF cathode at a scan rate of 0.1 mVs� 1. (c) Representative
galvanostatic discharge/charge voltage profiles of the S/PTBT@NF cathode for the 1st, 2nd, and 5th cycles at 0.1 C. Discharge/charge voltage profiles of the
S&PTBT@NF cathode at the first cycle are also shown as inset. (d) Rate capabilities of the S/PTBT@NF cathode in 1.5–3.0 V at various current densities. (e)
Discharge/charge capacities and coulombic efficiencies of the S/PTBT@NF cathodes for 100 cycles (after the first cycle) at the different C rates.
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the attached sulfur was confined in the cathode during fully
repetitive lithiation and delithiation reactions. In summary,
these coin-cell battery performances have verified the S/
PTBT@NF cathode can work efficiently in the absence of
additional conducting agents.

As a proof of concept, the porous, binder-free, and free-
standing cathode without additional carbon additives can work
as the model system for operando analysis. X-ray imaging of
the operating Li/S cell is a suitable tool to test the effect of the
polymer. If sulfur is covalently bonded to the polymer, no
macroscopic sulfur particles should appear on the cathode
during charge as it was already shown for the conventional Li/S
cells.[24] However, if free sulfur is added to the PTBT electrode
via simple drop-casting of a sulfur-rich CS2 solution, sulfur
particles should form during the charge step. Figure 7 summa-
rizes the operando X-ray study by the device presented in
Figure S12 that shows the morphological activity of the Li/S
cells around the state of charge (�30 % state-of-charge) for
both cases of sulfur admixture.

For the S/PTBT@NF cathode with covalently bonded sulfur
no morphological activity can be detected, while the PTBT
cathode with the free sulfur shows a clear formation of sulfur
particles (marked by red arrows in Figure 7), especially in the
second and third cycle. Video S1 shows the time-dependent

morphological evolution of the particles during the period of
the activity map. Video S2 shows the same time interval, which
is extended to the final discharge of the third cycle. Here, also
the dissolution of the sulfur particles can be observed. These
results clearly reveal the remarkable effect in the suppression of
polysulfides shuttle via introducing covalent bonds between
sulfur species and the active thiol groups, which leads to a
significant improvement in the cycling performance when
compared to the physically adsorbed sulfur-based cathode. This
work not only demonstrates a new fabrication strategy of the
organosulfur cathodes for Li-S batteries but also shows a way
for the construction of a model cathode for the operando
analysis of Li-S batteries. The significant fixing effect of sulfur
species was proven by operando X-ray imaging in real-time for
the first time.

Conclusion

Combined with the electro-polymerization and vulcanization
method, a porous framework based on a conducting thiol-
polymer was constructed, and the sulfur-rich cathode from
elemental sulfur without binder and carbon additives was
fabricated in situ. This approach maintains the conductivity and
flexibility of the polymer framework. Simultaneously, the thiol

Figure 6. PBE0+ vdW calculations of the HOMO-LUMO gap of TBT and TBT-
Sn molecules. All the model structures shown correspond to the most stable
configuration after optimization of the forces as described in the
Experimental Section. Carbon (C), hydrogen (H), and sulfur (S) elements are
displayed as spheres in grey, white, and yellow, respectively.

Figure 7. Results of the operando X-ray imaging study for covalently bonded
sulfur to the PTBT-cathode and free sulfur on the PTBT cathode. The activity
map was created from the X-ray images around the charged state (�30 %
state-of-charge).
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groups on its side chain can realize the covalent bonding with
the long sulfur chains to further improve the performance of Li-
S batteries through the chemical confinement of polysulfide.
This work not only demonstrates a new fabrication strategy of
the organosulfur cathodes for Li-S batteries but also shows a
way for the construction of a model cathode for the operando
analysis of Li-S batteries. The significant fixing effect of sulfur
species was proven by operando X-ray imaging in real-time for
the first time.

Experimental Section

Electro-polymerization of TBT on NF (PTBT@NF)

The commercial Ni foam (thickness: 0.5 mm) was cleaned first with
acetone and soaked in 2.0 m HCl for 10 min, then washed
subsequently with water and ethanol for several times, and dried in
a vacuum oven at room temperature. The monomer TBT was
electro-polymerized on the Ni foam in an N2-saturated acetonitrile
solution containing 2 mg mL� 1 TBT and 0.1 m TBAPF6 (Ttetrabuty-
lammonium hexafluorophosphate). This process was conducted by
CV in a three-electrode system at a potential between � 1.8–1.8 V
(100 mV s� 1, n=7) using an electrochemical workstation (GAMRY-
1100), Ag wire as the reference electrode, and platinum wire as the
counter electrode. After electro-polymerization, the electrode was
rinsed with acetonitrile several times and then dried in a vacuum
oven at room temperature. Finally, a red-brown electrode
(PTBT@NF) was obtained, and the mass loading of PTBT is around
1.0 mg cm� 2.

Preparation of S/PTBT@NF and S&PTBT@NF cathodes

In advance, a certain weight of sulfur was dissolved in 100 μL CS2.
Then the sulfur was mixed with PTBT@NF through dropping and
quickly drying the S/CS2 solution on a hot stage at 60 °C to obtain
the control S&PTBT@NF electrode. After that, the S&PTBT@NF was
heated at 150 °C for 1 h under an argon atmosphere, facilitating the
melt infiltration of sulfur into the polymer framework. Then
followed by further heating at 170 °C for 8 h to form the S/PTBT@NF
electrode. Finally, the S/PTBT@NF was rinsed with CS2 to wash away
the physical-adsorbed sulfur. The loading amount of sulfur in S/
PTBT@NF is around 1.6 mgcm� 2, which was calculated through the
weight variation of S/PTBT@NF and PTBT@NF. The equivalent sulfur
in control S&PTBT@NF electrodes was predetermined by controlling
the drop volume of the S/CS2 solution. The resultant S&PTBT@NF
and S/PTBT@NF electrodes exhibited a light-yellow and dark-brown
color, respectively.

Materials characterizations

The morphologies and structures of the samples were examined by
SEM (LEO 1530) with an energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX)
attachment (Zeiss). XPS (Thermo Scientific, Escalab 250Xi) was
employed to analyze the composition of the samples. TGA was
performed in a temperature range of 25–800 °C with a heating rate
of 10 °C min� 1 under an argon atmosphere. Raman spectra were
measured using a Horiba LabRAM HR 800 Raman spectroscopy.
Nitrogen adsorption experiments were performed with a Quantach-
rome Autosorb-1 at liquid nitrogen temperature, and data analysis
was performed by Quantachrome software. The specific surface
area was calculated using the BET equation. Pore size distribution
was determined by Barrett-Joyner-Halenda (BJH) method.

Battery tests

The Li-S batteries were assembled in an Ar-filled glovebox with the
concentration of moisture and oxygen below 1.0 ppm. Coin type
(CR 2032) cells were fabricated by assembling an S/PTBT@NF or
S&PTBT@NF cathode, a Celgard 2500 diaphragm separator, and a
lithium foil anode with 30 μL electrolyte [electrolyte/sulfur (E/S)
ratio�18.7]. The electrolyte was prepared by dissolving 1 m lithium
bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonamide (LiTFSI) and 0.1 m lithium nitride
(LiNO3) in a mixture solution of 1,3-dioxolane and 1,2-dimeth-
oxyethane (DOL/DME; 1 : 1 v/v). The galvanostatic charge/discharge
tests were performed using a Bio-Logic VMP3 electrochemical
workstation at different current densities within a cutoff voltage
window of 1.5–3.0 V. The specific capacity is calculated based on
the mass of sulfur. EIS was also carried out by applying an AC
voltage with a 5 mV amplitude in a frequency of 0.01 to 100 kHz at
open-circuit potential.

Operando X-ray imaging

The operando cell design used for this study is shown in the
Supporting Information. The inner geometry of the cell is the same
as for CR2032 standard coin cells. The cell was assembled with two
lithium chips to achieve a significant electrode pressure. Two
Celgard 2500 separators made of porous polypropylene were used
to minimize the risk for a short circuit due to the sharp edges of the
nickel foam. Subsequently, the respective PTBT cathode either with
covalently bonded or free sulfur, with 1.5 mg of sulfur each, was
placed in the operando cell. Finally, 50 μL of the electrolyte (DOL/
DME 1 : 1 v/v, 1 m LiTFSI, 0.1 m LiNO3) was added on the porous Ni
foam. After applying a vacuum for less than one minute to achieve
a complete filling of the cell by the electrolyte, the additional
electrolyte was added onto the Ni-foam cathode until a proper
wetting was obtained. This results in 136.6 mg and 90.3 mg of
electrolyte in the operando cell for the covalently bonded and free
sulfur cathode, respectively. The open-circuit potential for each
electrochemical cell was measured immediately after assembling
and was 2.939 and 2.623 V for covalently bonded and free sulfur,
respectively. The cells were cycled with a C-rate of 0.1C in the
voltage window that ranged from 1.8 to 2.8 V. EIS was performed at
the end of each charge and discharge step. The X-ray radiography
images were recorded by using a laboratory CT setup (Supporting
Information). The applied voltage of the tungsten source was
100 keV and the current was set to 100 μA. The images were
detected with a flat panel argon detector every 20 s with a
resolution of approximately 10 μm per pixel. The images were post-
processed with the freely available open-source software ImageJ.
The images were cropped to the region of interest after dark field
correction and flat field division. An activity map was created for
the first three states of charge to examine the appearance of sulfur
crystals in the cell. For this, the standard deviation of all X-ray
images was taken that is 30 % state-of-charge away from the final
charge state. Therefore, bright areas show regions with high activity
while darker areas represent fields with low morphological activity.
This analysis allows for the detection of particle formation despite
the high attenuation of nickel for X-rays. In addition, two videos of
the 3rd cycle of the free sulfur cathode were created that clearly
show the formation and dissolution of sulfur particles around the
charged state. Here, a background image of the Ni foam was
created by calculating the mean value image during a period of
low activity at the beginning of the charge. This image was
subsequently subtracted from the image stack to achieve a better
contrast with respect to the formed sulfur particles. Video S1 shows
the time period where the activity map of the 3rd cycle of the free
sulfur cathode was created from. Video S2 shows the same period
but is extended to the end of discharge.
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Theoretical calculations

The computational details of the theoretical calculations can be
found in section S2 of the Supporting Information.
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